Anton/Bauer GM2 / VM2
Dual Charger

Intelligent charging with power to spare. Charge two V-Mount or Gold-Mount batteries
simultaneously while powering your camera accessories with the lightweight and portable Anton/
Bauer VM2, GM2 battery charger. Lithium-ion batteries, like the Anton/Bauer GO 90 (98Wh 8A)
charge in approximately 3 hours. The XLR4 output converts AC to DC power when charging or
can be used to deliver battery power to devices that only have an XLR input.

Lightweight, compact dual battery charger.
The portable, packable charging solution
A power-up wherever you need it. With two V-Mount or Gold Mount battery mounts and an XLR4 DC output
the Anton/Bauer VM2, GM2 charger is the ideal solution for roaming imagemakers. Simply connect to AC
power and pop the integrated support stand to create a quick-to-set-up plug and play charging station for
V-mount or Gold Mount batteries, and a 16.7VDC 4.5Aconvertor for XLR power input devices. The slim
profile is designed to stack and pack, perfect for transportation when space matters.

Advanced safety monitoring
Protection your batteries and devices
Stays cool in the heat of the action. VM2 and GM2 chargers are designed to protect your batteries
and any powered devices from damage. Intelligent safety technology in the VM2 and GM2
constantly monitors all devices and will automatically stop charging if a fault is detected or any
attached battery reaches an overvoltage condition. A built-in fan ensures that the charger can
be relied on for peak performance when things start heating up on set.

Charge two batteries
simultaneously

Use charger and XLR
output at the same time

Portable design
with carry handle

100 to 240 VAC
1.5A input

Integrated
support stand
LEDs show battery
charging status

XLR4 16.7VDC 4.5A
(battery) power output

Weight

2.2lbs / 1kg

Height

9.25” / 23.5cm

Width

2.25” / 5.7cm

Depth

5.5” / 14cm

GM2 SKU

8475-0141

VM2 SKU

8475-0143
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Anton/Bauer P-Tap Charger
The Anton/Bauer P-Tap charger is the perfect solution for charging 14V batteries when you
are out on the go. The charger slips easily into your pocket or backpack - no need to carry a
V-Mount or Gold Mount charger – simply plug the lightweight charger into an Anton/Bauer
or other P-Tap charge compatible battery for a boost of power, perfect for adventurous
filmmaking where each ounce counts.

Lightweight, compact travel charger
The go-anywhere charger
The Anton/Bauer P-Tap Charger fits into your pocket, backpack or any equipment case to provide convenient charging
without compromising on performance, perfect for travelling when weight matters and space is at a premium. The
P-Tap charger fully charges most 10A videographer batteries in approximately six hours to keep your story moving.

Compatible with global standards
The charger that loves to travel
The Anton/Bauer P-Tap charger delivers consistent high-performance battery charging whether you are
at home or anywhere else in the world. US, EU and UK power outlet adapters are included enabling you
to safely charge your batteries in most countries without the need for extra international travel plug
adapters or power transformers.

Charge Anton/Bauer and other
compatible batteries via P-Tap

US, UK and EU
plugs included

Charge V-Mount or
Gold-Mount batteries

16.7VDC
1.5A output
Red/Green LED
Charge Indicator

100-240
VAC input
SKU 8475-0142
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